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About Us

Path Global expertises in residence and
citizenship by investment. Working
alongside with renowned fund companies
and real estate developers worldwide, Path
Global offers customized immigration
solutions.

Path Global's Company Vision is to provide international accessibility and
settlement services and to help all our clients find the most suitable
programs. Our Professional Program Development Team consists of
immigration lawyers, business and investment specialists to ensure the
security, legitimacy and success rate of each program. Headquartered in
the international financial hub Singapore, we expand our business area
through cooperation with local expertise and also establish offices in
Canada, the United Kingdom, Portugal, Greece, Turkey to facilitate our
provision of hospitable services.

website：https://www.pathglobal.com/
email：co-op@pathglobal.com
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"Our DNA is fueled by 
curiosity, creativity, and 
innovative ideas, to 
accomplish our mission."
                                      -Patrick Abikzer 
                                    Executive Chairman

Our Company

Path Global starts out in Singapore, where international elites can fully unleash
their talents. Through years of strenuous Research and Development, we examine
immigration laws of every country and build our own immigration database, which
in hence sped up our program development and our sophisticated program
designs brought real benefits to our clients. 

When we entered the industry many years ago, immigration was considered as a
privilege to a few, as a decision of profound influence of no turning back.
Nowadays, Residence and Citizenship Planning is all about the pursuit of personal
achievement and financial flexibility. Born with an uncontainable thirst for global
mobility, we always need a Plan B. 

As industries grow more and more specialized, we become conscious that
opportunities are getting scatterd around companies and individuals who have
access to clients' growing need for residence and citizenship planning. The only
barrier from helping the clients is the lack of professional knowledge and
experience in operation of immigration programs. 

Path Global's Expert Team dedicates to design immigration programs with
comprehensive assessment and risk control. Professional interpretation of
immigration laws and regulations allows us to work in compliance at an
international standard. Due diligence are performed in order to guarantee
interests of every party involved.
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Our Survice
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Path Global legal department incorporates a team of
legal experts in the Immigration Law, Portuguese
Golden Visa program, Citizenship applications, Tax
and Real Estate Law.

Path Global tax department incorporates a Tax
Representation team able to assist with the Portuguese
tax number application, Non Habitual Resident
applications and providing tax representation services.

Path Global Property Management department
provides professional, customized, and effective
property management solutions.

provide second passport and residence application all
over the world, like Portugal Gloden visa, Greece
Golden Visa, Malta Residence,Turkiye Citizenship,
Ireland investment, Spain property investment,ect.



HISTORICAL PROJECT CORNER

Mona Beach Hotel
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Mona Beach Hotel is located in Alvor, Portugal. It has a
great view of the stunning beaches which makes it the
country a popular tourist destination in Europe. The
hotel has 149 rooms spreading in 12 floors. The fully
equipped infrastructures include swimming pools, bars
and golf resort, etc. 

Wyndham Days Inn
Wyndham Days Inn is located in Istanbul, Türkiye.It is a
famous chain hotel. Clients can buy three 1+1 room at
USD430,000 to apply for Turkish citizenship. The
program has a three-year rental guarantee policy with
5% return on rent annually. The clients has the
ownership of the property and can enjoy continuous
appreciation in value. 

real estate for Obtaining a Residence Permit and Citizenship

CHANIA CRETE
CHANIA CRETE is located in Crete, the largest
island in Greece. A five-star hotel apartment
project, fully managed and operated by a 5-star
hotel property company.

SOLD OUT



Our Purpose
Path Global cherishes our partners for choosing us,
and we assist them to pursue their dreams with
hospitality. As a team we devote endlessly to
achieve success for clients in their application of
immigration. We also seek maximization of benefits
for all parties.

Our Vision
Advancing global mobility by designing practical
and universal immigration programs, we strive to
bring the best value to our partners and their
repective clients. We believe that immigration is
for everyone who wishes to live to their full extent. 

Our Principles
Cooperating on the basis of honesty and integrity,
we offer services in the realm of our competence.
We provide the best solutions in a rigorous and
efficient approach, which is presented by our
professional and tailor-made services.

Partner with Us
We promise never to make direct contact with our
partners' clients, which is guaranteed by the terms
of our agreement. To partner with Path Global, we
welcome all sorts of companies and individual
worldwide. Considerable commissions will be
granted to celebrate the success of our joint effort.
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